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ABSTRACT
Design, Simulation, and Hardware Construction of a 600 W Solid State DC Circuit Breaker for the
DC House Project
Calin Matthew Bui Bukur

DC circuit breakers must be able to arrest overcurrent conditions to prevent electrical equipment
and wiring from causing building fires or other hazards from occurring. With more DC renewable
sourced structures such as Cal Poly’s DC House, an inexpensive and reliable protection system is
necessary to ensure safe energy transfer to the loads. One method of protecting a system is
preventing excessive amounts of current to be drawn by the load when the surrounding
components are rated at a lesser value. DC circuit breakers act as a monitoring system and barely
presents an effect on the voltage or power. With most DC circuit breakers on the market being
mechanical, the response time to an overload condition is limited to the speed the contacts can
disconnect. The examination of response timing and overcurrent limiting is explored in this thesis
when using a solid state based DC circuit breaker. The system is designed to handle 600 W, where
the operating voltage is 48 V and the maximum allowable current is 12.5 A. The solid state DC
circuit breaker has the capability of arresting excessive currents within 30 µs and can be reset
through a single pole single throw switch.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Power system protection is a division of power engineering that deals with solutions for
detecting problems with power systems components and isolating these components. Some
problems in power system components and equipment consist of short circuits, abnormal
conditions, and equipment failure. With power system protection, damages to generators, lines,
and buses can be prevented prior to the onset of inrush current or fatal voltage, which in turn
protects the public, improves system stability and reliability as well as avoiding equipment against
overloads. The need for protection is necessary for each stage in power systems starting from the
generation station to the transmission process and ending at the distribution to the consumers. A
demonstration of system stability can be seen in Figure 1-1 when a fault occurs and is protected
using a control signal between two transmission towers. The detection and protection signals
cause the high current development occurring from the fault to be arrested and thus preventing
degrading impact on the operation of surrounding substations. This way the fault condition
will be redirected in a safe fashion until voltage and current conditions can be returned to normal.
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Figure 1-1. Power System Protection When a Transmission Line Fault Occurs [1]
1.1. Relays
One of the protection methods is a protective relay. A protective relay monitors the
current and voltage of a power system and upon detection of an abnormal condition, it switches
to its opposite state. Relays are used in many applications dealing with the electricity such as, but
not limited to homes, transportation, and communication devices. Relays are multi-use devices
due to their ability to reset upon fault detection and switching action. Initially, electromechanical
relays were the only type of protective relay, where switches are electrically operated to isolate
circuits using a low power signal as seen in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2. Simplified Diagram of Electromechanical Relay [2]
2

Electromechanical relays are solenoids that are configured to actuate the switch contacts when
the coil is energized beyond its electromagnetic limit. Once a dropout current, the maximum coil
current below which an energized relay will close again, is reached on the line, the
electromechanical relay will sense a smaller magnetic field and return the switch to its original
contact position, thus resetting its operation. Parallel to electromechanical relays, there are solidstate relays (SSR) that operate without any physically moving component, which increases the
reliability of the component. In the SSR case, the switching action is done through a solid-state
device like a thyristor or a triac. The improvement in these two relay technologies can be
summarized in three ways. First, solid-state relays can respond and arrest faults at a quicker rate
of time than electromechanical relays due to the difference in mechanical switching versus
electrical switching. Second, SSR is mainly resistive, whereas the electromechanical relay is highly
inductive. Third, the electromechanical relay coil can induce high-voltage transients due to the
initial de-energized state.

1.2. Fuses
Fuses are also used in power system protection and are defined as an over-current
protection device. Upon intolerable currents in a line the fuse will reach thermal limits and cease
a path for current to flow by melting and ending their lifetime. Fuses are one-time usable devices
and they have to be replaced upon an over-current event; however, they provide secure and
rapid response times.

1.3. Circuit Breaker
In addition to the previously mentioned protection devices, circuit breaker is the third
type of protection device. A circuit breaker is a switching device which can be operated in a
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manual or automatic fashion to control and protect an electrical power system. With modern
power systems, there are high currents flowing through the system, and these currents need to
be monitored to assess a safe and proper operation. Circuit breakers are designed to protect
system components from electrical arcs, which can destroy them. There are two accepted
definitions for circuit breakers. The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) defines
a circuit breaker as a device designed to open and close a circuit, by non-automatic means, and
to open the circuit automatically on a predetermined overcurrent without injury to itself when
properly applied within its rating [3]. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) states that
a circuit breaker is a mechanical switching device capable of making, carrying and breaking
currents under normal circuit conditions [4]. All circuit breakers are designed with the
components and respective functions as explained next.

1.4. Circuit Breaker Parts
Contacts, typically two or more, in a circuit breaker are used to connect a circuit to a
system. Additionally, contacts isolate a circuit from a system in the case of a fault or when the
circuit is in need of repair. A contact set consists of a stationary contact and a movable contact,
which allows the circuit breaker to open (breaking) or close (making) the circuit.

Trip units are used to give the circuit breaker intelligence to respond to a command or
sense an issue and perform automatically. The trip unit is used to latch the operating mechanism
to open or close the circuit and prevent current from flowing. In the event of a thermal overload,
short circuit, or ground fault, the trip unit will sense an increased current and trigger the operating
mechanism to open the circuit. This unit can be electromechanical, in low voltage circuit breakers,
or electronic, in medium or high voltage circuit breakers. The electromechanical trip unit is similar
to the electromechanical relay. An electronic trip unit consists of three components: a current
4

transformer, circuit board, and flux transfer shunt trip. The current transformer serves as
a sensing unit and monitors and acts on the current levels to ensure proper amperage. The circuit
board is a processing unit that takes the gathered information and computes a decision. The
decision is then sent to the flux transfer shunt trip and triggers the open on the circuit breaker,
disconnecting the circuit from the system.

An arc extinguisher is a component that handles/arrests the high-current levels that are
being redirected after a trip has occurred. Arcs are formed with the contacts that are separated
when the circuit is under a load. Arcs are highly destructive and must be dealt with quickly and
effectively by a circuit breaker. The arc extinguisher allows the circuit breaker to have to ability to
control the arc and it is the key component to breaker’s current arresting capability.

5

Chapter 2: Background
According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA), renewable energy
production has reached approximately 20% of the total electricity generation for the first quarter
of 2017 in the US, which has exceeded predictions from 2015 that stated a growth from 13% in
2013 to 18% in 2040 [5]. The unprecedented development of renewable energy
infrastructure creates a requirement to return the excess electricity to the distribution site for
demand elsewhere. As a result the traditional one-way AC system, from the utility companies to
the customers, is becoming an outdated method of power system station and transmission
design.

Circuit breakers, both alternating current (AC) rated and direct current (DC) rated, are
typically classified as either a mechanical or a solid-state device, due to the topology design. In
most common households, the electrical panel box contains the AC circuit breaker, which is
connected from the grid to the house electrical system and eventually to electrical
appliances. Due to the alternating current, AC circuit breakers have a natural zero-crossing
point for its load current, which means that current stops flowing for that instant and allows for
a moment of interruption with the least amount of energy. Unlike the AC system, a DC system has
to have a different type of circuit breaker to stop the current, because the current will never
naturally have a zero-crossing, see Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1. AC Waveform (left) vs DC Waveform (right) [6]

Alongside the recent increase of DC generation structures mainly due to the prevalent
installation of Photovoltaic systems, there is a demand for protection in a DC system to keep
expensive components from being damaged and to ensure a long service life and return on
investment. In 2010, the development of the DC house project started at California Polytechnic
State University. This project’s goal is to provide a household with DC electricity without
the interface of AC-based technology. This is done through multiple generation methods and DCDC converters to either power the outlets in the house or an onsite battery for backup energy.
The basic diagram of the DC House is illustrated in Figure 2-2.

Due to the numerous sources and loads, a circuit breaker is deemed to be necessary to
act as both a protection device and a disconnecting device in case of a fault or in need of fixing a
malfunctioning component. For the DC House, each current path is ideally coming from a
renewable source, as depicted in Figure 2-2, and thus the system would need a DC circuit breaker
to assess the aforementioned scenario.
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Figure 2-2. Block Diagram of Taufik’s DC House Project [7]

A DC mechanical circuit breaker, shown in Figure 2-3, can be simplified into three main components: an
energy absorbing device, in parallel with a resonating series connected inductor (Lc) and a capacitor (Cc)
pair, and an AC circuit breaker.

Figure 2-3. Mechanical DC Breaker [8]
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The basic principle of the mechanical DC breaker is to excite the resonating inductor
(Lc) and capacitor (Cc) using the voltage presented across them, to generate a sinusoidal current
and to allow for the absorber to handle the arc that would develop across the opening switch.
Eventually this action will reduce the current, I , to zero and require a reset to allow for the
0

normal direct current flow. Due to the mechanical structure of this circuit breaker, there is
a period of time before the metals are disconnected. This amount of time is related to the current
interruption timing, which typically ranges from 30 - 100 ms and is considered slow to act as a
protector of the receiving circuit. With a large time delta before actuating the circuit breaker, the
components will need to withstand rapidly increasing current prior to the opening of the breaker.
Due to such issues, the mechanical DC breaker is not a fit for the DC house project.

Most commonly found 48 volt DC circuit breaker required by the DC House system are
thermal magnetic based design like the FAZ-C5/1-NA, made by Eaton and currently being used
inside the DC house prototype at Cal Poly State University. A thermal magnetic DC circuit
breaker is derived from both the magnetic circuit breaker and the thermal circuit breaker, which
enables for delayed response feature and an instantaneous response feature. These two features
allow for motors or non-resistive loads that require a small inrush current to start up, but can
allow for a trip to occur if there is a large inrush current, such as a short. The thermal trip portion
deals with a bimetal that typically sits behinds a trip bar and is part of the current carrying path.
As the current rapidly increases the bimetal heats up and bends towards the trip bar, causing the
energy to the circuit to cease. The magnetic portion of the circuit breaker uses electromagnetic
coils and an armature. As a rapid change in current occurs, the electromagnet generates a strong
magnetic field, which attracts the armature towards the electromagnet. The movement of the
armature rotates the trip bar and disconnects the current path, stopping the transfer of energy,
and de-energizes the magnets. Due to the movement of these components, the response time
9

are in the range of 4 milliseconds, which is a large improvement from the mechanical DC circuit
breaker.

Currently, there are some solid-state circuit breakers on the market. However,
the circuit isolation aspect is mechanical and the sensing circuit is solid state. The actuating
mechanical part is again the accomplice to a slow response time and is not deemed appropriate
for the DC house application. Another drawback on these designs is the cost, which can be as
much as 5 times that of a mechanical circuit breaker and thermal magnetic circuit breaker. This
thesis aims in aiding the development of DC circuit breakers for use in a DC House
and to further prepare future transition into the mixed AC and DC operated grid. With many
research studies performed on wide-band gap DC circuit breakers, previous work at Cal Poly steps
forward with the implementation of these devices to examine differences in the conduction
losses, thermal conductivity, and blocking voltages from their silicon counterparts. In particular,
the study conducted and analyzed by Sodipe’s “Comparative Study of Wide-Band Gap Silicon and
Silicon-Based Devices for DC Breaker Application” explores the performance characteristics of
silicon and wide-band gap devices in a circuit breaker application [10]. Sodipe’s examination of
silicon and wide-band gap solid state circuit breakers agrees with the Energy Conversion Congress
reports, which states that Silicon Carbide (SiC) devices have lower conduction losses, higher
thermal conductivity and higher blocking voltages than their silicon counterparts [9]. In Figure 24, Sodipe develops a freewheeling diode DC breaker topology based off of Sano’s and Takaski’s
prototype reported in, “A Surge-Less Solid-State DC Circuit Breaker for Voltage Source Converter
Based HVDC Transmission Systems” [11].
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Figure 2-4. Olukayode’s Concept for a DC Circuit Breaker [10]

The design utilizes a shunt resistor, Rsense, and current shunt chip, INA226, to provide data to
the Arduino Mega MCU over an I2C communication channel. The MCU processes the incoming
data and controls the operation of the IC Driver, LT1910. If a fault condition arises, the Driver IC,
LT1910, will cease the conduction of the Q devices, MOSFET or IGBTs, thus eliminating an
electrical connection from the source and the load. The inductor’s stored energy is then
freewheeled through the series connected zener, DRB, and freewheeling diode, Dfreewheel.
The zener diode is set up to operate in avalanche mode, also known as reverse breakdown, for
the purpose of discharging the inductor when the Q devices are not conducting in a fault
condition. The operation of a zener diode is illustrated in Figure 2-5, showing that the diode has
a reverse bias region (in green) and that when any amount of current within IZ(min) to IZ(max) is
flowing from the cathode to the anode there is a constant reverse voltage across the diode.
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Figure 2-5. Zener Diode I-V Characteristics (Avalanche Mode) [12]

The thesis work done by Sodipe left off with some possible recommendations to enhance
the operation of the circuit breaker. First, the response time of approximately 400µs deriving
from the current sense processing stage could be reduced using a faster MCU and current shunt
devices. Also, he suggests exploring the performance characteristics of GaN FETs, another wideband gap device, to have a larger dataset. In this thesis the exploration of Sodipe’s DC circuit
breaker without the use of a microcontroller will be examined to achieve a faster response time,
while successfully arresting an overcurrent condition.

This thesis aims to design and construct a fully solid-state 48V/600W modular DC circuit
breaker, which is based off of a previous thesis project design. Details of the design requirements
for the proposed DC circuit breaker will be explained in the following chapter.

12

Chapter 3: Technical Specifications
The input voltage is specified to be 48 Volts to match with the Cal Poly’s DC House project,
which is operating off a 48 Volt bus. The DC circuit breaker is specified to be rated at 600 Watts,
operating at 48 Volts, which corresponds to the maximum current of approximately 12.5 Amps.
Additionally, when a fault is sensed and the switch is turned off, the circuit breaker has the
capability of being reset manually by the operator after normal operation conditions have
returned.

Figure 3-1. Block Diagram of DC Circuit Breaker (Level 0)

The circuit breaker acts as an intermediate stage from the DC source to the DC resistive
load, the level 0 block diagram is shown in Figure 3-1. It functions as a sensing and arresting device
that will cease the current flow when a short circuit current exceeds a set threshold. The reaction
timing of the circuit breaker will react within 50µs of the fault event, causing the solid-state switch
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to begin turning off. The circuit breaker design is to operate in a 48 Volt environment and be rated
up to 600 Watts, such that 600W, 1200W, and 1800W systems can have protection by paralleling
the required number of circuit breakers.

Figure 3-2. Block Diagram of DC Circuit Breaker (Level 1)

The DC Circuit Breaker will take a DC electrical path as its input and output a protected
DC electrical path. Figure 3-2 shows the Gate Driver, Current Sense comparator, and Charge
Pump, which are all integrated into a single IC. The protection aspect comes from the Gate Drive
shutdown feature; when the current exceeds the set threshold, the Gate Driver is triggered to
shut down the NMOS Switch and cease the drain-to-source current from flowing. A low Gate to
Source capacitance will be needed to allow for rapid discharge and thus a quicker turn off time.
The charge pump is used to allow for the Gate Driver to present a Gate to Source Voltage which
will allow for the N-channel FET to be fully enhanced while continuously conducting.
Enhancement mode is when the NMOS opens the channel between the Drain and the Source and
allows for more current to flow with respect to the increasing Gate to Source Voltage.
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This thesis proposes a design that is aimed to fit into a small 3D printed enclosure,
approximately 33 mm in width, 83 mm in height, and 40 mm in depth. The face of the enclosure
shall have a LED indicator, representing the state of the breaker, and a reset switch. Table 3-1
summarizes the design specifications for the proposed DC Circuit Breaker.

Table 3-1. Specifications
Parameter

Specification

Units

Power Rating

Up to 600

Watts [ W ]

Operating Voltage

48

Volts [ V ]

Operating Current

0 – 12.5

Amps [ A ]

Reset Function

Single Pole Single Throw

N/A

Fault Reaction Time

50

Microseconds [ µs ]
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Chapter 4: Design and Simulation
After examining the previous thesis on DC circuit breaker as illustrated in Figure 2-4 [10],
the modified topology presented an issue with DC load current interruption, which dealt with the
second switch Q2 that is connected to the inductor. When this switch opens during a fault
condition there will no longer be a closed loop system for the discharging inductor. Due to the
abrupt change in inductor current and the flux developed, VL = L * ΔiL/ Δt dictates that an
increasingly large voltage will be generated across opened switch to allow for the current to keep
flowing, thus forcing an arc across the switch. A new design is made using a different controller
that provide all of the same features as the LT1910 and some additions.
4.1 Controller Selection
The LT4256 Positive High Voltage Hot Swap Controller, Figure 4-1 is chosen as the
monitoring and processing unit controlling the DC breakers operating at 48 V and 12.5 A output.
The features of the LT4256 include Overcurrent Fault Detection, Foldback Current Limiter,
Undervoltage Lockout, Latch-off with reset, and Programmable Supply Slew Rate. This controller
allows for space minimization due to the internal comparators and current sources to handle
conditioning signals along with an internal charge pump to allow for stronger driving energy to be
delivered to the external MOSFET switch. Design, component sizing, and simulations are recorded
below to provide a protected output for resistive loads. The DC circuit breaker in this proposed
design is displayed in Figure 4-2. The operation of each feature will be analyzed below, as well as
the necessary components to operate the 600 W DC Circuit Breaker.

16

Figure 4-1. LT4256 Positive High Voltage Hot Swap Controller [13]
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Figure 4-2. Proposed DC Breaker Design
4.2 Sense Resistor
The sense resistor, Rsense, is chosen to turn off the controller when a current higher than
13.75 A passes through it; thus, a value of 4 mΩ is used. The current passing through Rsense is
converted to a voltage, where the more negative end is observed by an internal current limit
comparator that is referenced to 55 mV below the more positive end connected to the supply.
When the current limit comparator reads a voltage differential greater than 55 mV, the charge
pump and gate driver connected to the MOSFET is then turned off, ceasing the current flow to
the load.
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4.3 Feedback (Foldback) Current Resistive Divider
In the case of a short circuit condition and current limit trip, the feedback pin is brought
to zero after the output has been disconnected from the input and forces the gate drive to turn
on the switch such that the voltage drop across the sense resistor is 14 mV, and thus clamping the
output current to 3.5 A. A voltage divider utilizing 36.5 kΩ and 4.02 kΩ resistors, R6 and R7
respectively, provides a reference to the FB pin of 4.762 V and notifies the controller that the
output voltage is functioning properly. The tolerance of R6 and R7 are 0.5% to ensure a tightly
controlled reference signal deriving from the output voltage.

4.4 Choosing Undervoltage Resistive Divider
The input is monitored through a voltage divider providing a reference for the UV pin on the
controller. The choice of 64.9 kΩ and 8.06 kΩ resistors, R1 and R2 respectively, will supply a 5.303
V reference signal to the undervoltage comparator. When the input is removed by disabling the
switch, S1, the UV comparator senses a voltage below the internal 4V reference and sends logic
to the gate drive to turn off the switch. This pin also is used during the reset feature, which is
explained in the Latch off and Reset Feature section. Like the feedback resistive divider, R1 and
R2 are designed with 0.5% tolerance to prevent a false shutdown from the input. In addition to
the tight tolerance on R1 and R2, a 0.1 μF decoupling capacitor, C4, is added to the UV pin to
reduce ringing on the reference signal.
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Figure 4-3. UV Voltage Divider and Reset Circuitry

4.5 Latch off and Reset Feature
When a fault is detected, the LT4256 latches the switch to an off state and begins charging
the 68 nF timing capacitor C1, which controls the duration of the current limiting. The current
limit duration is measured by taking C1 times the internal reference of 4.65 V divided by 105 μA
from the internal combination of the current sources. To resume the current flow, the UV pin
needs to be toggled to ground and brought back above 4 V as well as the Timer pin has to fall
below 650 mV. To activate a reset command a single pole single throw (SPST) switch S1 must be
toggled from near ground and back up to the input voltage. A SMAJ48A TVS diode is used as a
clamping voltage with the cathode connected to the input through the SPST and the anode to the
midpoint of a 100 kΩ and 100 kΩ resistor divider R9 and R10, which is then connected to ground
and a schottky diode to the timer pin. The BAT54 Schottky Diode D3 allows for current to flow
through R10 setting up the voltage divider and acts as a protection device by only allowing for the
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capacitor current to be sourced and sank through the internal 108 μA and 3 μA current sources
for each respective action. The connection scheme can be seen in Figure 4-3.

4.6 MOSFET Selection
For this design, the MOSFET chosen is the IXFH340 Silicon Field-effect Transistor. The
main reasons for selecting this MOSFET are because of its very low resistance from drain-tosource (3.2 mΩ) and its capability to withstand a drain-to-source voltage and current of 75 V and
340 A respectively, which are well beyond the design constraints of 48 V and 12.5 A capability.

Table 4-1. Test Condition Table for Channel Temperature [14]

The ability for the IXFH340 to handle 175℃ operating temperature also makes it a suitable
component to handle the maximum continuous drain current of the Circuit Breaker. According
to the test conditions in Table 4-1, the power dissipated across the switch would bring the channel
temperature from the ambient temperature of 25℃ up to 25.105℃. This calculation is made from
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determining the Thermal Resistance, which is the ability to resist the flow of thermal energy.
Ideally the power loss of switch would be from the I2R power equation resulting in approximately
0.5 W, which is well within the guaranteed power dissipation limitation of 935 W at 25℃.
However, considering the thermal change as a function of the operating current, it is necessary
to look at external current limit of the leads to ensure there isn’t any heat degradation. Examining
the thermal characteristics in Figure 4-4, the leads have the capability to withstand 175℃ at 12.5
A.

Figure 4-4. Drain Current vs Case Temperature [14]

The next component to analyze is the Safe Operating Area (SOA) of the MOSFET. The SOA
is limited by current, on-state resistance, heat, secondary breakdown and voltage. The current
limit defines the area limited by the drain current rating, which for continuous current operation
is limited by the maximum drain current and is typically higher for pulsed current operation. The
on-state resistance limit is the portion of the SOA bounded by the maximum resistance from
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drain-to-source, which is equivalent to the drain-to-source voltage divided by the drain current.
The thermal limit is the region constrained by the power dissipation or the drain current times
the drain-to-source voltage. The secondary breakdown limit is due to the small geometry size of
the component, which often leads to a reduced area in the SOA, device destruction, and a change
in the thermal region. The voltage limit is defined by the component’s drain-to-source voltage
rating. Figure 4-5 is the Safe Operating Area of the IXFH340 and it shows that at 48 V and 12.5 A
on the DC line the MOSFET will be in an unsafe region and will exceed the secondary breakdown
limit. Since this is the case, a paralleled combination of IXFH340 will reduce the drain current of
each MOSFET to 6.25 A, which is well within the SOA. Additionally an EDZV13B zener diode D1 is
used between the source and gate of the MOSFET, which will clamp the gate-to-source voltage to
13 V and prevent gate overvoltage from destroying the switch.

Figure 4-5. Safe Operating Area of IXFH340 [14]
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4.7. Simulation Results
LTspice software is used for the simulation as most components are already integrated
packages and will provide sufficient data to analyze timings in fault conditions, current levels, and
voltage levels. The 48 V DC source will be powering the circuit breaker to test the response and
characteristics of the features to ensure the design is a suitable device for arresting short circuit
and fault conditions. Additional components added to the aforementioned topology in the design
section is the output resistor ranging from 3.83 Ω to 48 Ω, an output inductor valued at 14.4 μH
and a freewheeling diode. The schematic used for the simulation is shown in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-6. DC Circuit Breaker Schematic on LTspice

The resistor will act as the loading device and will be used to control the current flowing through
the circuit breaker. The 3.83 Ω will approximately draw 12.5 A and will simulate a full load
condition achieving 600 W. The 48 Ω resistor Rload will draw 1 A through the circuit breaker as a
representation of a light load condition. The currents will be analyzed in 1 A increments to
determine complete operation capabilities. The 14.4 μH output inductor L1 is added to represent
the line inductance, which is determined from using 10 AWG wire at a length of 50 feet. The
10AWG wire is chosen for its DC current carrying capability of 15 A and ideally each receiving load
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around the house would be within 50 feet of the circuit breaker. Lastly the freewheeling diode D6
is added to protect the opened circuit breaker from arcing across the switch and develop a closed
loop for the line energy to dissipate.

4.8. Full Load and Light Load Conditions
Under high (12.5 A) and light (1 A) load conditions, Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 respectively
show the output voltage V(out), the Gate-to-Source Voltage V(Gate,OUT), the inductor current
I(L1), the voltage across the timing capacitor V(timer), and the voltage at the undervoltage pin
V(uv). Under both full load and light load conditions, the waveforms exhibit the same operation,
but with their appropriate inductor currents being 12.5 A and 1 A. The short circuit condition
occurs at 0.2 s reaching a maximum of 255.35 A due the slowed slope from the inductive output
following Δi/Δt = VLm/L equation. The timing capacitor successfully starts charging as the gate drive
completely shuts down and begins its discharging as soon as the UV pin voltage reaches near zero
value at 0.2 s. Upon the SPST switch turning on again at 0.42 s and the timer voltage at 0 V, the
gate voltage begins to drive again, and the expected current begins to flow to the load.
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Figure 4-7: DC Circuit Breaker Response for High Load
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Figure 4-8. DC Circuit Breaker Response for Light Load
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4.9. Fault Reaction Timing and Foldback Current (Full Load and Light Load)
Testing the design specification for reaction timing of less than 50 μs, the time difference
is measured from the time when the nominal currents for full load and light load is exceeding the
programmed 13.75 A current limit to the time where the gate drive reacts and ceases its driving
energy. For the full load condition the reaction timing was 20.96 μs, where the light load had a
slightly slower reaction timing of 24.94 μs. These results are as expected since the difference from
nominal current to the current limit is greater for the lighter load, it would take a longer duration
for that limit to be exceeded.

Figure 4-9. Fault Reaction Timing (Full Load)
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Figure 4-10: Fault Reaction Timing (Light Load)

Additionally, due to the change in the current limit comparators reference voltage from 55 mV to
14 mV, the gate driver reduces its voltage to accomplish the foldback current value. The foldback
current is observed from 202 ms to 205.5 ms, where a ripple current is present and averages to
approximately 3.5 A before completely shutting off at 206 ms and ceasing current flow to the
load. In the case of a persisting fault condition, Figure 4-11 demonstrates the circuit breaker stays
in shutdown mode even after an attempt of toggling the SPST switch occurs.
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Figure 4-11. Persisting Fault Current Reaction Timing (Light Load)
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Chapter 5: Hardware Testing
This chapter will report the results from hardware test performed on the DC circuit
breaker. The results will then be compared with those obtained from the simulation. The
hardware testing was conducted in the power electronics lab of the Electrical Engineering
Department at Cal Poly State University. A DC Circuit Breaker hardware prototype was built to the
specifications listed in Chapter 3, Table 3-1.

Figure 5-1. Prototype DC Circuit Breaker
The prototype module, shown Figure 5-1, was built with the components listed
throughout Chapter 4 using 0805 parts for most resistors and capacitors except for the sense
resistor (1206 part). Input and output capacitor pads are also incorporated in the board design as
a redundancy to support the input voltage supply or output voltage. Additionally, all
considerations are made to ensure sufficient heat transfer through the board and the MOSFETs.
The first recommendation point dictates that the power plane shall be 0.02 Inches per Amp, so
the minimum trace width is designed to be 0.250 inch for the power path, which was determined
according to layout considerations for 1oz copper foil [13]. Using Eagle PCB Designer, the layout
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was designed to keep the power path to be on top of the board and the signal path to be on the
bottom, seen in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2. PCB Design
Figure 5-3 shows the hardware test setup, which utilizes a HP6032A 1200W Power Supply and BK
8510 600W Programmable DC Electronic Load. The power supply and electronic load is connected
to the DC Circuit Breaker module through 10 AWG wires to handle the high currents without
excessive line voltage drop and heating.

Figure 5-3. Hardware Test Setup
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To capture waveforms, a Teledyne Lecroy HDO4104 1GHz High Definition Oscilloscope, shown in
Figure 5-4, is used with 10x scope probes and a current probe.

Figure 5-4. Teledyne Lecroy HDO4104 Oscilloscope

Upon powering up at full load (12.5A), the Circuit Breaker detects a fault condition. Analysis shows
this issue is due to the sense resistor. The current trips a fault condition at approximately 10.2A
indicating the 55mV drop across the sense resistor is seeing approximately a 5.35mΩ resistor. To
correct for this false fault detection, a higher current limit must be provided. This was done by
adding a second 4mΩ resistor in parallel to yield a lower 2mΩ sense resistor. This will establish a
new higher current limit of 27.5A.
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5.1. DC Breaker Switch off Characteristics with Rsense = 2mΩ (Full Load and Light Load) Using
Electronic Load

Figure 5-5. Full Load Reset Switch Off (Electronic Load)

In Figure 5-5, the turning off of the reset switch under full load conditions (at -40μs) led
to an oscillation to occur on the gate and output voltages (about 1μs later). The oscillation lasts
approximately 4μs before ramping down to the 0V at –22.2μs. The 4μs oscillation, as depicted in
Figure 5-6, has a frequency of 41.296MHz. Since the source and the load operate in the kilohertz
range, the high frequency noise may not pose an issue with their functionality. The output voltage
takes 12.435μs to reach zero volts, while the output current takes only 3.442μs to reach zero
amps. This speed is an appropriate value to classify the breaker as being a fast response shut off.
This classification is based on an AC line operating frequency of 60Hz, which corresponds to a
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16.6ms period. Additionally, the output voltage experiences an underdamped response on the
input, which lasts for 60μs and reaches a maximum of 58.8 volts or a 22% overshoot.

Figure 5-6. Full Load Reset Switch Off, Zoomed-In Gate and Output (Electronic Load)

In Figures 5-7 and 5-8, the same voltage and current waveforms are captured at light load
of 1A. The DC breaker successfully turns off when the reset switch is triggered and reduces the
output current and output voltage to 0A and 0V respectively. The 41.296MHz oscillation is no
longer present during the turn off phase. The output voltage takes 168.11μs to reach zero volt,
while the output current takes only 0.570μs to reach zero amp. The increase in speed for the
output current to reach zero makes sense, as there is less of a delta from its operating amperage
to the final amperage. However, the increase in the time for the output voltage to reach zero is
an interesting result as this means the gate shut off doesn’t respond in the same fashion with
different load conditions.
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Figure 5-7. Light Load Reset Switch off (Electronic Load)

Figure 5-8. Light Load Reset Switch Off, Zoomed-In Gate and Output (Electronic Load)
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The DC Circuit Breaker is stepped through its load currents from 1A to 12A in 1A
increments to examine the output voltage and output current fall time differences and to
compare them to other results using different sense resistor values. Table 5-1 captures the
recorded values, while Figures 5-9 and 5-10 graph the output voltage and output current fall times
against load current, respectively. As the load current increases the output voltage reduces
slightly, which is due to the increasing voltage drop across the sense resistor and the MOSFETs.
The load regulation of this device is 1.6%. The output current fall time increases as the load
current increases, which makes sense by the same reasoning presented earlier that a larger
current differential takes a longer time to reduce to zero.
Table 5-1. Characteristics of DC Breaker for Rsense = 2mΩ

Load Current
Current Fall Time
Output Voltage [V]
[A]
[µs]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12.50

47.94
47.87
47.81
47.74
47.67
47.60
47.54
47.47
47.40
47.34
47.27
47.20
47.17
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0.613
0.981
1.355
1.684
1.960
2.187
2.403
2.562
2.759
2.922
3.072
3.213
3.283

Figure 5-9. Output Voltage in Response to Load Current (Electronic Load)

Figure 5-10. Output Current Fall Time in Response to Load Current (Electronic Load)

5.2. Overcurrent Response with Rsense = 2mΩ (Full Load and Light Load) Using Electronic Load
This test condition will not be conducted for the protection of the MOSFETs from
exceeding the secondary breakdown region of the SOA curve as shown in Figure 4-5. The current
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limit with a 2mΩ sense resistor is 27.5A before the controller turns off the gate driver. This means
13.75A flows through each of the paralleled MOSFETs. This current exceeds the maximum
allowable current to conduct through the MOSFET during DC conditions and will lead to device
destruction.

5.3. DC Breaker Switch off Characteristics with Rsense = 3.43mΩ (Full Load and Light Load) Using
Electronic Load
Examination of a paralleled 24mΩ and 4mΩ sense resistors equating to 3.43mΩ was
conducted to ensure a safe maximum amperage limit, while being able to handle a power capacity
of 600W. Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 display full load and light load conditions being switched off
with the timing of the turn off of the gate and the load current. The gate successfully turns off in
11.177μs and the load current ceases in 3.773μs for full load condition. In light load condition, the
gate turns off in 214.339μs and the load current ceases in 0.74081μs. In comparison to the 2mΩ
sense resistor, the gate turn off time is quicker while the load current turn off time is slower for
full load. However, at the light load condition both the gate and load currents are slower.
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Figure 5-11. Full Load Reset Switch off (Electronic Load)

Figure 5-12. Light Load Reset Switch Off (Electronic Load)
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Table 5-2. Characteristics of DC Breaker for Rsense = 3.43mΩ

Load Current Output Voltage Current Fall Time
[A]
[V]
[µs]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12.50

47.87
47.78
47.70
47.61
47.53
47.44
47.31
47.26
47.20
47.13
47.02
46.94
46.88

0.717
1.151
1.517
1.861
2.129
2.369
2.631
2.849
3.045
3.247
3.425
3.624
3.726

Table 5-2 tabulates the output voltage of the DC Circuit Breaker module when the loads
are being varied from light load to full load in 1A increments. Alongside the output voltage, the
load current fall time is recorded when the reset switch is switched off to understand the speed
of the input being separated from the output. The load regulation calculated from this data is
2.063%. This means that in comparison to the 2mΩ sense resistor setup, the 3.43mΩ sense
resistor set up performs 0.337% worse. The worse performance is due to the larger sense resistor
leading to higher I R losses. Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 also encompass the data obtained during
2

this test, but in graphical form. Analyzing Figure 5-13, the power consumed by the DC Breaker is
slightly larger than the former sense resistor setup at 2mΩ. However, the difference remains
constant through the entire load current range. For the load current fall time shown in Figure 514, the trend remains consistent with the 2mΩ sense resistor setup until load current exceeds
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10A. From 10A to full load, the 4.34mΩ set up takes longer to cease the load current with the
most recorded time of 0.5μs.

Figure 5-13. Output Voltage in Response to Load Current (Electronic Load)

Figure 5-14. Output Current Fall Time in Response to Load Current (Electronic Load)
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5.4. Overcurrent Response with Rsense = 3.43mΩ (Full Load and Light Load) Using Electronic
Load
During overcurrent response analysis, Figure 5-15 displays the key waveforms when a 5A load is
changed to a 14A Load. The current overshoots the second the load changes up to 19.31A, which
exceeds the current limit set by the 3.43mΩ sense resistor. About 2.75ms later, the current stops
flowing to the output, which demonstrates the overcurrent protection of a circuit breaker.

Figure 5-15. Overcurrent Step Response from 5A to 14A (Electronic Load)

Taking a closer look at the turn off portion seen in Figure 5-16, the gate voltage successfully turns
off in 13.560μs. This is comparable to the reset switch turn off test scenario of 11.177μs. The same
high frequency oscillation still exists on the input voltage, as well as the MHz noise on the output
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and gate voltages. The input voltage oscillation lasts approximately 60μs, which is relatively a fast
settling time in comparison to a 60Hz AC system as well as any surrounding switching circuits that
may be present, typically in the hundreds of kHz range. The input sees a maximum of 59.94V,
which is about 24.9% overshoot. During this underdamped situation the LT4256 is still well within
its safe operating range, which maxes out at 80V.

Figure 5-16. Overcurrent Step Response from 5A to 14A, Turn Off Portion (Electronic Load)

5.5 DC Breaker Switch Off Characteristics with Rsense = 3.43mΩ (Full Load and Light Load) using
Decade Box
This next section describes an additional method of testing without the use of an active device,
i.e. the electronic load. The test will utilize a passive device instead, consisting of a resistor decade
box as pictured in Figure 5-17 [15]. Since this device is rated at 225W at 1000V per decade, 3
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decade boxes are paralleled together to achieve a power rating of 675W. Since the tolerance on
this device is approximately 2%, the load current analysis will be performed at the closest
amperage, yet ensuring proper power dissipation allowable on each decade.

Figure 5-17. Decade Box for Resistive Load Rated at 225W

The full load test performed with the resistor decade box, as depicted in Figure 5-18,
shows differences compared to the electronic load test. These differences were observed at the
input, gate, and output voltage response when the reset switch is turned off. The input oscillation
is at a much higher frequency (MHz range) and the gate and output voltage noise persist for a
longer duration. The overshoot on the input is not as intense as the former case, as the voltage
only reaches a maximum of 54.24V or a 13% overshoot. Another difference in using the resistor
decade box is that the output voltage dips approximately 8V below ground for 30μs but recovers
to 0V afterwards. Whereas with the electronic load, the output voltage would only dip 1V below
ground before recovering. Further examining the waveforms demonstrates that the load current
fall time is almost three times as long as the electronic load case, taking 10.27μs to reach zero
amps. The gate also reacts slower with the resistor decade box, but only two times the length of
that observed with electronic load.
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Figure 5-18. Full Load Reset Switch Off (Decade Box)

For the light load results shown in Figure 5-19, no noise on the gate or output was
captured as well as no input voltage oscillation occurred. The lack of gate and output noise
matches the electronic load results, but the lack of input voltage oscillation is a new result. The
load current takes nearly 10 times longer than the electronic load to reach zero amps, and the
gate voltage take almost 20 times shorter to reach zero. The results demonstrate a better
performance for passive devices on output voltage removal, which will most likely be the type of
device connected at the actual load side of the DC system.
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Figure 5-19. Light Load Reset Switch Off (Decade Box)

Like the previous sections, the load current is stepped in 1A increments from 1A to 12.5A
and the output voltage and load current fall times are tabulated in Table 5-3. The first column
(Amps) are not whole numbers as the resistor decade box cannot perfectly set the resistance
needed for exact 1A increment currents. Examining the load current fall time for all cases, the DC
Breaker stays around a constant value of 10.33μs rather than gradually changing with the load.
The load regulation for the resistor decade box test turns out to be 2.52%, which is comparable
to that in the electronic load cases.
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Table 5-3. Characteristics of DC Breaker for Rsense = 3.43mΩ (Decade Box)

Load Current
Current Fall Time
Output Voltage [V]
[A]
[µs]
1
2.10
2.89
4.13
5.03
5.90
7.10
7.98
8.90
10.20
11.12
12.04
12.65

47.90
47.81
47.71
47.61
47.51
47.41
47.31
47.21
47.11
47.13
46.90
46.80
46.69

9.26
8.362
10.256
9.674
11.088
11.045
10.264
9.973
9.451
13.038
11.178
10.366
10.267

Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21 are the graphical plots providing a comparison of the former
tests to the resistor decade box. Grey and blue data points compare the electronic load to the
resistor decade box, respectively for the 3.43mΩ sense resistor. Figure 5-20 shows that the power
loss of the DC Breaker is on par with the electronic load test, except at higher loads in the resistor
decade box where there is slightly more power loss (about 0.4% larger). Figure 5-21 shows that
over all loads, the fall time is not dependent on the current, unlike in the electronic load cases.
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Figure 5-20. Output Voltage in Response to Load Current (Decade Box)

Figure 5-21. Output Current Fall Time in Response to Load Current (Decade Box)
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5.6. Overcurrent Response with Rsense = 3.43mΩ (Full Load and Light Load) Using Decade Box
The overcurrent test is performed by starting at 4.14Ω load resistance and stepped to
3.4Ω load resistance, where the 14.11A current drawn is considered an overcurrent condition.
Figure 5-22 demonstrates the DC Breaker’s ability to sense this overcurrent scenario and its
successful reaction by letting the current to exist for 4ms before the load current is arrested. The
4ms delay is correlated to the MHz noise seen on the gate and output voltages, which on average
holds the MOSFET open. This in turn permits the current to flow to the load. The overcurrent
takes 17.212μs to cease flowing and when protection of the load occurs. The output witnesses a
negative 10 volts for a brief moment as the current is being dragged down, but safely recovers to
0 volts within 500μs.

Figure 5-22. Overcurrent Step Response from 12A to 14A (Decade Box)
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work
The objective of this thesis is to design and construct a solid-state DC breaker for a DC
system such as the Cal Poly’s DC house. Similar to the AC counterpart, the DC breaker must be
able to protect a DC system from overcurrent conditions and safely disconnect points for
component maintenance. The proposed DC circuit breaker met all technical design specifications,
which include the following: power rating of 600 W, operating voltage and current of 48 V at
12.5 A, reset functionality, and fault reaction time of 50 µs. After in-depth research for the power
switch, a power efficient and thermally acceptable MOSFET was chosen through performing Safe
Operating Region analysis and steady state thermal calculations. Alongside the thermal
achievement for the switch, the PCB heat flow design through the power planes had minor
temperature changes and thermal stresses over all load demands. The proposed circuit
breaker’s current limit was tuned to allow for a maximum of 700 W before shutdown, achieving
16.6% higher power handling capability over the required specification.
In the first round of prototyping, the layout and sense resistor posed a problem in being
able to successfully interrupt overcurrent conditions. The critical issue was that the power planes
and the sense pins created a large enough resistance that the difference in the voltage at the
sense resistor pads and the internal comparator were not identical. This further creates a lower
current limit than theoretically calculated. By modifying the sense resistor, the issue was
overcome by adjusting the current limit to allow approximately 700 W of power to transfer to the
load.
Future work suggestions are additional layout analysis to develop a better location for the
sense resistor, preferably much closer than that conducted in this thesis. The correction for
current limit sense resistor can aid in the performance of the DC breaker by creating a tighter
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maximum power to the specified design. Additionally, reduction in the number of LEDs can be
implemented as the Input LED and Power Good LED were used for prototyping purposes. Finally,
a housing that will enable easy interface on to traditional rails within the power box, as well as an
easily accessible location for the reset switch. This thesis was initially aimed to incorporate Silicon
Carbide or other wide-bandgap MOSFETs as the switching device to disconnect the input from the
output in a DC system. Due to the early age of wide-bandgap devices at double digit voltages, the
units are sold as bumped die and limit the flexibility in design prototyping. Redesign of the PCB
can be performed to test these devices and their capability of DC operation, but unfortunately
not all of Safe Operating Area (SOA) graphs provided by manufacturer’s datasheets include
pertaining information on 100% duty cycle.
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